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プレスリリース

[2021/12/23]

Applying "KT Dome 

®

 " construction method to actual construction

A large space without pi l lars or beams is real ized by the dome-shaped structure.

　Kajima (President: Hiromasa Amano) has developed a "KT Dome 

*

 " construction method that enables the

construction of various dome-shaped structures through a technical tie-up with US Dome Technology (CEO: Bradley

Bateman) . In this method, air is blown into a dome-shaped polyvinyl chloride (PVC) film manufactured at the factory

to inflate it, and concrete is sprayed from the inside using this as a formwork to build the frame, so the influence of the

weather during construction. It is difficult to receive, and it is possible to shorten the construction period and reduce

the construction cost. In March 2020, we constructed the first dome-shaped office building using this method in Japan

at our Seisho Experimental Field (Odawara City, Kanagawa Prefecture). Based on this achievement, this method was

applied to the storage silo construction work (Shunan City, Yamaguchi Prefecture) from June this year, and the

membrane was expanded on December 16. As a result, a large space with a diameter of 27.5m and a height of 28m

appeared in about an hour. The internal skeleton will continue to be constructed, and the dome skeleton construction

is scheduled to be completed in May 2022, five months later. 

　In the future, we will expand the range of utilization of this method and expand it to buildings for various purposes

such as arenas. 

※ K AJIMA Next T Echnology DOME

Rendering perspective (from the east side of the dome)

　In recent years, as renewable energy has been attracting attention for the realization of a sustainable society,

biomass power generation has been planned in various parts of Japan, and there are more opportunities to consider

the construction of storage for wood pellets as the material. Under these circumstances, we received an introduction

of this technology from Dome Technology Co., Ltd. of the United States, which has a track record of more than 700

cases worldwide in construction using dome technology such as various storages of grains and cement, and went to

Development background
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The PVC membrane protects the skeleton from salt

damage, ensuring high durability even in coastal areas.

Insulation sprayed on the inside of the dome

effectively blocks outside heat, maintaining a stable

room temperature throughout the year.

Since there is no seam inside, dust does not

accumulate, and because it has high heat insulation,

the occurrence of dew condensation is greatly

suppressed.

For this reason, the risk of ignition of combustible

storage such as wood pellets, which may

spontaneously ignite due to dust and condensation, is

greatly reduced.

The internal skeleton work is done from the inside of

the PVC membrane after expanding it, so it is not

easily affected by the weather and speedy

construction is possible.

Construction costs decrease as the size of the building

increases in proportion to the amount of storage

Dome wall structure (cross section)

Japan. I have been considering the introduction of technology. As a result, it was confirmed that the company's

technology can construct a dome-shaped structure in a shorter construction period than conventional construction

methods such as steel silos and RC silos, so we formed a technical tie-up with the company. After that, based on the

Building Standards Law, we obtained the Minister's approval for the structure using sprayed concrete (special building

material), and in March 2020, we constructed a dome-shaped office building using this method.

　The silo to be constructed this time has a storage capacity of 10,000 tons (diameter 27.5 m x height 28 m). Although

it is necessary to obtain ministerial approval for each individual project, we have a track record of obtaining structural

evaluations for storage silos of 45,000 tons (diameter 52m x height 50.25m), so it is possible to carry out specific

studies up to the same scale. 

　In the future, in addition to considering increasing the size of the dome, including silo applications, we will take

advantage of the feature of being able to build a large space without pillars, and construct not only silos but also

buildings for various purposes such as gymnasiums and arenas. We will propose this method.

◆ Comparison of size with Tokyo Station Marunouchi Station Building

Biomass power generation fuel storage Large space church

Diameter 52m x height 50m Diameter 83m x height 22m

Overview and features of the KT dome

the next deployment
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Construction example of office / storage (construction by Dome Technology, USA)

Construction name : Tokuyama Nanyo Factory Dome type silo construction work

construction site : 4900-4 Nagisacho, Shunan City, Yamaguchi Prefecture Tokuyama Factory Nanyo Factory

Orderer : Tokuyama Corporation

Design and supervision: Kajima Corporation

Construction : Kajima Corporation

Building use : Silo (storage: 10,000 tons) and others

Building scale : Diameter 27.5m x Height 28m

Total floor area : 594m 
2
 (dome part only)

structure : Reinforced concrete construction 1st floor above ground

Construction period : June 2021-December 2022 (planned)

Rendering Perth (from the west side of the dome)

Construction outline

Image video

02:43
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The contents (price, specifications, service contents, etc.) described in the press release are as of the date of announcement. 

Please note that it is subject to change without notice.
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